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Keep watch, then, because you are
not certain of the day or of the hour.
Matthew 25:13

Poland. Rybnik with over 200,000 residents and
Tychy, with some 180,000 people.
We would use existing programming, just add
transmitters and reach more people. This is just one
of our new 2012 projects.

Internet “Knowing God” website

Dear friends and prayer partners,

Radio CCM and Radio FEST

Another good month is behind us, and ahead even
a better one.
Why better? Because we can still do something with
all that time, new opportunities, people we will meet
and new chance to discover even more the riches of
the Bible. It surprises me that I am surprised that the
Lord speaks to us in a more clearly way as soon as we
really listen, this makes life exciting!

The audience figures went up, again, after a small
drop in previous months. The financial situation of
radio is stabilizing with more commercial income at
the end of the year. How thankful we are to the Lord
for that!
We are thinking about expanding our network in
2012, or at least starting the process. Krzysztof
is considering two new places, all in the South of

Because Google raised their promotion charges and
we decided to stay with our existing promotion
budget, the number of new visitors to the website
dropped noticeably.
So we increased our budget (thank you for your
donations) and we are now back to consistently over
1,000 visits per day. It is frustrating when we see the
results are so directly related to the expenditure, but
it is clear that we are still a long way from saturating
Poland with the information about possible resolving
of your life situation by Jesus!
We launched seven new “landing pages” (Landing
pages – are a simple web pages talking about subjects
that interest lots of people, like : “I lost my job,
what now?” or “How to get real friends” – not
sounding religious at all and directing them to
our main SzukajacBoga evangelistic page. We use
the resources of the Billy Graham Association).
We have big expectations connected with that. Thank
you, Lord!
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December 2011

Polish ministry thru
• FM Radio
• Internet
• Music
• Evangelistic and
follow-up courses

Follow-up modules
Follow-up is a real challenge. Hundreds of
volunteers are involved. The critical point is to
get people who already finish several on-line
courses into a small group setup. There are tens
of such groups happening even as I write. But
there is always a need to for more. This is why
we are constantly looking for new candidates for
e-coaches and group leaders; the most recent
such meeting was held in Poznan
As the follow-up modules attract more and more
people we have decided to run separate national
conferences for each module.
Our general, national annual movement
conference is planned May 11 – 13, 2012 but also
one for ”Christianity Explored leaders”, “Christian
to the core”, “The Truth Project”, “Outback”, etc..
Just a natural next step in our growth.

US trip

Krzysztof and myself visited US during
November. Every such trip is a great stimulation
and encouragement, besides many practical
arrangements we are always making.
With Jan at Pikes Peak

Krzysztof went first to Houston, visiting friends
at KSBJ Christian Radio.
I had excellent meetings with Wes Griffin, leader
of International Leadership Institute with whom
we are partnering on “Christian to the core”, and
Jerry Twombley, an adviser/consultant for nonprofit organizations.
All those meetings will
have a follow-up.
Then we had our New Europe Communications
Board meeting in Colorado Springs. NEC is our
US 501 (c3) structure, that helps to channel US
funding to us without charging any overhead as
all involved, serve as volunteers.
What a blessing! The Lord is multiplying our
ministry in a great way, so our meeting was very
joyful, too. But to whom much is given, from him
much is required - we want to go forward and
multiply results, being faithful stewards of Godgiven resources.
We have been thoroughly discussing all the plans
and moves for 2012. In Colorado Springs we met
with our faithful partners, “HCJB Global”, “Focus
on the Family” (with whom we do “The Truth
Project”,) and with Mike Dworak who used to be
our HCJB radio adviser.
The final experience was sharing in Thanksgiving
Wes and Jerry

Thank You LORD

Progress on November prayer requests
1 Increased traffic on our Internet web pages,
again. More than 1000 visits every day!
2 We have now received all funding planned
for 2011! Praise the Lord!    We are immensely
thankful.
3 Many new people eager to become e-coaches.
4 Seven “landing web pages” launched on the
net
5 Very fruitful and pleasant trip to the US – great
Board meeting
6 Internet “Grow!” (known in small group version
as Christian to the core C2C) platform almost
ready for launch
7 Good radio audience statistics
8 Substantial donations coming from Polish
believers
Write to us!
deorecordings@ccm.pl

Please PRAY

December prayer requests
1 Renewed strength and passion for hundreds of
volunteers and group leaders involved in followup of a SzukajacBoga.pl platform.
2 Preparing good, realistic plans for 2012 and then –
the finance and diligence to fulfill them.
3 Progress in bringing to an end the work on The
Truth Project material. Most of the material ready,
but some work is still needed
4 Developing content for the Polish “Christian to the
core” (C2C) discipleship web page.
5 Preparing good projects for 2012 and starting to
gather funds for it.   Grace with existing and future
donors
6 Good time of rest in Christmas season
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Jesus.net
statistics

November

2011
Polish “Jesus.net” statistics
First time visits
      33 010
Decisions
        6 176
Requests for follow-up            531
See it live on Joy in Heaven

Watch short presentation of our ministry!
Day with Kyle and Carol Williams from Enid, Oklahoma.
They have adopted us to their wonderful family, we
numbered 27 people.
How wonderful to turn our
thankfulness to the Lord, who is the source of everything
we do. And the turkey was great, too!

Epilogue

Many thanks for standing with us. Your prayers make
all the difference! We commit you to our Lord! You are
a needed and appreciated part of what the Lord is doing
in Poland!
Henryk.

Overall

- Since July 2008
Polish “Jesus.net” statistics
First time visits
1 216 833
Decisions
    207 112
Requests for follow-up       22 376

If you would like to help our ministry financially, we
would be very thankful for your donation. 2012 is
at hand and we must get all the project funding up
from zero! The biggest need now is for promotion,
so that we could reach new people and inform
about God’s plan for their life.

Our banking information:

USA - New Europe Communications
310 N.Indian Blvd, Suite 501,
Claremont
CA 91711

See it live on Joy in Heaven

Radio CCM &
Radio Fest
Total weekly audience    560 000

Thanksgiving turkey with Williams family

UK – Christ Church Parish Office
8 Christ Church Road
Surbiton
Surrey
KT5 8JJ
(Cheques made payable to “Christ Church PCC
(CCM)”)
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Staff interview
My earliest memory ... is my family home, a place
where I’ll always return, my source of who I am.

I’d like to be remembered for ... being a good person,
open to others.

The best memories from school are ... the starting of
many friendships.

I cannot imagine home without love and children.

My favourite childhood memory is ... times with my
brother and the stories he made up.

The first time I realised I was an adult was ... the first
time I voted.
A book that changed my life is ... “Gulliver’s Travels”
by Jonathan Swift.
In the kitchen I ... find the hub of family life

The most irritating thing in others is ... lack of
tolerance, fear of the unknown.
I value most in other ... family relationships.
Music ... helps me to relax.

Happiness is ... feeling this is as good as it gets, those
moments I’d never change.
I passionately avoid ... arguments.

My worst failing is ... lack of persistence.

An unfulfilled ambition is ... to create a plan for my
life.
In the near future, I ... plan to develop myself.
God is ... important for me.

Working at Radio CCM is ... a great joy, doing what I
like to do.

The future ... starts today.

Malgorzata Marczok
- Reporter
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Letters

I’ve been married for two years, a believer
for seven years and I’m active in my
Protestant church. But I am addicted to
pornography and masturbation. I need
help.
Krzysztof.
I want to be better equipped by Jesus to
be His disciple and witness about Him in
every day life. Can you advise?
Andrzej.

I am a Catholic believer, a cultural person
and I do not want to offend anybody. How
should I behave when visited by Jehovah
Witnesses? When I thank them and want
them to leave, they take no notice. I am
using a lot of medications; I should not get
engaged in deep discussions. What do you
advise?
Marta.

A random selection of mail received during October 2011

Why are so many people, who say they
believe in God, so evil?
Marta.
Where can I find the strength to believe?
I am already tired.
Krystyna, 16.
I had a “break” in my relationship with
God for two years, then I gave birth to my
son and for several months everything
was good. But recently again started
not going to Holy Mass. That’s twice
I’ve missed this month. I am scared I’m
backsliding, again. In the past, it started
similarly. What should I do?
Maria.
I would like to find someone trustworthy
to talk to openly about my spiritual
questions.
Tomek.

I am a blind person. I am very sensitive
to people’s feel/energy. I used to
compensate it with holding crystals in my
hand, but then I quit when I was told it has
serious spiritual implications. Then
I was holding in my hands a rosary and
holy water, but it does not work. I want to
be pure, but often when some people visit
me I feel a strong negative tension. What
would you advise me?
Zofia.
Why it is that just Christians have the right
faith? What are the proofs that God exists?
Why does science contradict religion?
Why do we call God a good Father when
he allows disasters and sends people to
purgatory? I want to believe in God, but
such questions are deeply bothering me.
Andrzej.
Why will the Church not forgive person
who commits a suicide?
Antoni.
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